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Our first issue for 2013 starts us off with a core issue for
Christianity–the resurrection. It plays a central part in the Christian
narrative of the New Testament, but many critical scholars have questions
as to whether or not it can be found in the Old Testament.  Jon Paulien
brings us up to date on current discussions on this vital topic.  Continuing
with our look into the Old Testament we have Elias Brasil de Suza who
examines the sanctuary through the OT view of cosmos, covenant, and
creation.  Clinton Wahlen then moves us into the New Testament with his
study on justification–rather than reviewing the more oft-studied Pauline
texts on this topic,  Clinton provides a fresh look at justification as it is
found in the gospels. The next article continues our study of the New
Testament with the second entry on the topic of thrones in Revelation by
Laszlo Gallusz.  Moving into the realm of theology, the Everlasting
Covenant is the focus of Peter van Bemmelen’s contribution to this issue. 
Next is an update on the debate of the sola scriptura principle by
Aleksandar Santrac. We conclude this issue with Fernando Canale’s
examination of what being the Remnant means.
We also want to encourage you to check out our website which has a
variety of resources available.  Under our publications tab you can find
JATS archives and you can also find our publication, Perspective Digest. 
The activities tab lists information about the various symposiums which
ATS holds each year in the spring and the fall.  The media tab has archived
video and audio selections in several media formats.  Please feel free to
utilize these all as you study various topics.  
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In addition to the articles in this issue, we wish to inform our readers
of a new ATS publication. Occasionally a good study or dissertation is
brought to our attention that we think will be of interest to our readers. 
That is the case with The Role and Status of the Catholic Church in the
Church-State Relationship within the Roman Empire from A.D. 306-814 by
Jean Zukowski which has just been published. If you are interested in
acquiring a copy of this book, please visit our webpage at www.atsjats.org. 
Blessings as you read!
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